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Stem Assembly
Cat.#12850
Model #RPG05-0603 (Red)
Cat.#12851
Model #RPG05-0604 (Blue)
Stubby perfect valve ceramic stem assembly. Hot and cold stem 
assemblies, 3/8" broach.

Stem Assembly
Cat.#31816
Model# RPG05-0532 (Red)
Cat.#31817
Model# RPG05-0533 (Blue)
Short perfect valve stem ceramic assembly. Hot and cold stem 
assembly, 3/8" broach.

Stem Assembly
Cat.#32951
Model# RPG05-0534 (Red)
Cat.#32952
Model#RPG05-0535 (Blue)
Medium perfect body valve ceramic stem assembly. Right hand 
hot stem and left hand cold stem assembly 3/8" broach.

Widespread Medium Body Assembly
Cat.#32955
Model# RPG20-2011 (Red)
Cat.#32956
Model# RPG20-2012 (Blue)
Medium perfect valve, valve body. Hot or cold assembly, with hose 
3/8" broach.
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Eyesaver™ Eyewash, Faucet & 
Drench Hose Combo
Cat.#10499
Model #SEF-9000
Combines an eyewash/drench hose and an SC-5811 service 
sink faucet. Allows the eyewash to attach to the faucet’s cold 
water integral stop cavity and permits both units to operate 
independently. As a result, only one plumbing connection is 
required, and there is never a worry about delivering scalding 
water to the eyes.

Eyesaver™ Combination Faucet and Eyewash
Cat.#10505
Model #SEF-1800-CA
Combines a gooseneck faucet with an independently 
operated eyewash. Eyewash offers twin aerated sprays and 
flip-top dust covers.

Anystream® Shower Head
Cat.#27523
Model#S-2005-H
A recognized staple in luxury resorts around the world that is perfectly 
engineered to perform in your home. Our Hotel Shower Head features 
5 patented jets and 8 massage streams that combine to deliver 58 
full-coverage sprays. Equipped with our Anystream® technology, 
the sculpted handle can be effortlessly rotated to transition between 
intense needling, pulsating massage and a combination spray setting. 
The 360-degree rotation also results in self cleaning, ensuring each 
stream is delivered at its intended pressure, every time.

Sensorflo® Battery Powered 
Gooseneck Lavatory Faucet
Cat.#31086
Model#S-9110-CA
Polished chrome plated. Brass housing and brass spout. Solenoid 
with built-in filter. Two 3-volt DC lithium batteries. Battery module with 
waterproof connectors. Low battery warning light. 120-second time 
out feature. Water conserving vandal-resistant flow control reduces 
flow to 2.2 gpm/8.4 lpm. To meet existing ASME A112.18.1/CSA B125.1 
standard. AB1953 Lead Free Compliance.
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